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ON SKELETAL AND IRREDUCIBLE ELEMENTS IN TOLERANCE 
LATTICES OF FINITE DISTRIBUTIVE LATTICES 
JOSEF NlEDERLE, BrnO 
(Received August 15, 1979) 
In this paper, skeletal elements and irreducible elements in tolerance lattices of 
finite distributive lattices are investigated. Some statements are valid for infinite 
distributive lattices as well. The main result is that the problem of characterizing 
finite distributive lattices that are isomorphic to tolerance lattices of finite distributive 
lattices is equivalent to the problem of characterizing finite partially ordered sets 
that are isomorphic to interval sets of finite partially ordered sets. 
Terminology from [1] will be used. 
Notation. TL(fi) denotes the lattice of all compatible tolerances on a lattice fi; 
it is called the tolerance lattice of fi. 
CL(S) denotes the lattice of all congruences on a lattice fi; it is called the con­
gruence lattice of fi. 
^(T) is the transitive hull of a tolerance T. 
</(£) is the set of all join-irreducible elements in fi. 
J>nt(M) denotes the set of all intervals in a partially ordered set M, partially ordered 
by set inclusion. 
<a, fc> is the interval with the least element a and the greatest element b. 
[a, b\ is an ordered pair of elements. 
Q(a, b) is the principal congruence generated by [a, 6], 
A is the diagonal (= binary relation defined by aAb : o a = b) 
x* is the pseudocomplement of x; the elements of the set {x* | x e |fl|} are called 
the skeletal elements of the lattice Q. 
Compatible tolerance relations are shortly called compatible tolerances or 
tolerances. 
Congruence lattices of lattices are compactly generated distributive lattices, there-
fore they satisfy the Join Infinite Distributive Identity 
T AVCLWM = VCL{T A St}M. 
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Since for lattices the operator <€ is a join-complete lattice homomorphism ([4]), we 
have, for a given tolerance T, 
<€(T A V J L { S | T A S = A}) = <€(T) A ^ ( V T L { S | T A S = A}) = 
= <€(T) A VCL{V(S)\ TAS = A}= VCL{V(T) A <€(S)\ T A S = A} = A . 
It follows that tolerance lattices of lattices are pseudocomplemented. This result is 
due to H.-J. Bandelt. 
Proposition 1. Let 2 be a lattice. If Te TL(2) is skeletal in TL(fi) then it is a con-
gruence on 2. 
Proof. Let Te TL(fi) be skeletal, for instance T = S* for some SeTL(2). By 
[4], <€(T) A <€(S) = <€(T A S) = <€(A) = A, and so <€(T) A S = A. Thus <€(T) = T 
and consequently <€(T) = T. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 1. Let T be a congruence on a lattice 2. Then the pseudocomplement 
of Tin TL(2) is identical with the pseudocomplement of Tin CL(fi). 
Proof. Let T* be the pseudocomplement of Tin TL(fi). Then for any Ce CL(fi), 
C A T = A implies C = T*, so that T* is the pseudocomplement of T in CL(£). 
Conversely, let T* be the pseudocomplement of Tin CL(2). Then for any S e TL(2)9 
S A T = A implies <€(S) A T = A, hence S = <€(S) = T*, and so T* is the pseudo-
complement of Tin TL(fi). Q.E.D. 
Proposition 2. Let 2 be a lattice. Then TeTL(2) is skeletal in TL(2) if and only 
if T is skeletal in CL(fi). 
Proof. => Let S* = Tfor a tolerance S e TL(2). Then <€(S) A T= A and C A 
A <€(S) = A implies C A S = A for any C e TL(fi), so that C = T. Thus (<€(S))* = 
= T. Combining Proposition 1 and Lemma 1, we conclude that T is skeletal in CL(fi). 
<= Let C* = Tfor a congruence C. Then Tis obviously skeletal in TL(fi). Q.E.D. 
Proposition 3. Let 2 be a locally finite distributive lattice. Then Te TL(2) is 
skeletal in TL(2) if and only if Tis a congruence on 2. 
Proof. => Apply Proposition 1. 
<= Let T be a congruence on 2. CL(fi) is Boolean, thus T is skeletal in CL(fi). 
According to Proposition 2, T is skeletal in TL(2). Q.E.D. 
Another formulation of this statement is given in [4]. 
Remark. If fi is not locally finite, the statement of Proposition 3 is not true; there 
are congruences on fi that are not skeletal. 
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Before starting the investigation of join-irreducible elements in tolerance lattices 
of finite distributive lattices, we define a new type of elements of a lattice. 
Definition. Let a, b be elements of a lattice 2. The element b is said to be relatively 
join-irreducible with respect to a if whenever b —̂ u v v, then either b _" a v u 
or b ^ a v v. 
Let a, b be elements of a lattice 2. The element a is said to be relatively meet-
irreducible with respect to b if whenever u A V ^ a, then either b A U ^ a or 
b A v ^ a. 
Lemma 2. Lei* a, b be elements of a distributive lattice 2, a < b. Then b is rela-
tively join-irreducible with respect to a if and only if b = x v y implies x = b 
or y = b for any pair of elements x, y e <a, fc>. 
Proof is obvious. 
A dual statement may be formulated for relatively meet-irreducible elements. 
Lemma 3. Let a, b be elements of a lattice 2. Then b is relatively join-irreducible 
with respect to a if and only if for any ne N and for any n-tuple uu ..., une L, 
u! v ... v MM _ b implies a v ui=^ b for some i e {1 , . . . , n}. 
Proof. <= Obvious. 
=> The statement is true for w = 1. 
Assume it is true for n = 1, ..., m. Let n = m + 1, and let ux v . . . 
... v um v um+l ^ b. Then either a v (ut v ... v um) = b or a v um+i ^ b. In 
the latter case, put i = m + 1. In the former, (a v ut) v ... v (a v um) = b, 
thus, according to the assumption, there exists i e { 1 , . . . , m} such that a v (a v ut) ^ 
^ b, and so a v ut ^ b. Q.E.D. 
A dual statement may be formulated for relatively meet-irreducible elements. 
Lemma 4. Let 2 be a finite distributive lattice. Then for any pair a, b of elements 
of 2 satisfying a < b, a being relatively meet-irreducible with respect to b and b 
being relatively join-irreducible with respect to a, elements c, d can be found 
such that c < d, c is relatively meet-irreducible with respect to d and d is join-
irreducible, and 0(a, b) = 0(c, d) holds. 
Proof. Let 2, a, b satisfy the assumptions. Let d be the greatest lower bound of 
the set X = {x e |fi|| x v a = b} and let c = a A d. Since beX, d < b. Because 
of distributivity, deX. Let d = u v v. Then b= d v a = u v v v a = (u v a) v 
v (v v a). Since b is relatively join-irreducible with respect to a, either u v a = b 
or v v a = b. Hence u = d or v = d, and so u = d or v = d. Thus d is join-ir-
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reducible. Now, assume c = u A vfor some u, v e <c, d>. Then (a v u) A (a v v) = 
= av(uAv) = avc = a and by the assumption either u ^ a or v ^ a. Thus 
u = dAU=
]dAa = c or v = dAv^dAa = c. Consequently, c is relatively 
meet-irreducible with respect to d. [a, b] = [c v a, d v a] implies [a, fc] e 0(c, d), 
and so 0(a, b) c <9(c, d). [c, d] = [a A d, b A d~\ implies [c, d] e 0(a, b), and so 
6>(c, d) ^ <9(a, b). Thus &(a, b) = G(c, d). Q.E.D. 
Lemma 5. Let a, b, c, d be elements of a finite distributive lattice £, a < b, 
c < d,a relatively meet-irreducible with respect to b, b join-irreducible, c relatively 
meet-irreducible with respect to d and d join-irreducible. Then 0(a, b) = Q(c, d) 
implies a = c and b = d. 
Proof. &(a, b) = &(c,d) implies the following identities: a A c = b A c, 
a v d = b v d, a A C = a A d, b v c = b v d. (G. Gratzer and E. T. Schmidt, 
cf. [1], p. 74.) Hence a v d ^ ft, and s o d = f t ; b v c = d and so b = d. Thus 
b = d, Further, c = dAC = bAc = aAc = aAd = aAb = a. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 6. Let c, d be elements of a finite distributive lattice fi, c < d, c relatively 
meet-irreducible with respect to d and d join-irreducible. Then Q(c, d) is a join-
irreducible element in TL(fi). 
Proof. Let S, Te TL(2) be such that S v T = 0(c9 d). By [3], there exist a lattice 
polynomial p and elements cl9..., cn, dl9 ...9dne |fi| such that ct S dt or ct Td{ for 
i = 1, . . . , n, and c = p(cl9..., cn), d = p(dl9..., dn). But in the case of distributive 
lattices, any lattice polynomial is equivalent to a lattice polynomial of the form "join 
of meets". We can suppose p is of this form. Since d is join-irreducible, there exists 
a meet polynomial q and a subset [il9 ...,ik} 1= {1 , . . . , n) such that d = q(dh,..., dik) 
and c = q(ch,..., cik). Because of relative meet-irreducibility of c with respect to d, 
there exists ij such that d A ctj ^ c. Hence c = c v (d A c(j), d = c v (d A dtj), 
and so cSd or cTd. Thus @(c, d) = S or &(c, d) = T. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 7. Let £ be a finite distributive lattice, T a join-irreducible element 
in TL(fi). Then there exist elements a, b e fi such that a < b, a is relatively meet-
irreducible with respect to b and b is relatively join-irreducible with respect to a, 
and G(a, b) = T. 
Proof. By [2], each compatible tolerance on a distributive lattice is a join of 
principal congruences. If Te TL(£) is join-irreducible, it is a principal congruence. 
Since 0(x, y) = 0(x A y, x v y), T = &(a, b) where a < b. Now, whenever 
x, y ^ b are such elements that a = x A y9 then Q(a9 b) = Q(x9 b) v 0(y9 b). 
Because of the irreducibility of 0(a9 b)9 either 0(a9 b) -= 0(x9 b) or 0(a, b) = 0(y9 b). 
But this is only possible if either a = x or a = y. Hence a is relatively meet-irreducible 
with respect to b. Similarly, b is relatively join-irreducible with respect to a. Q.E.D. 
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Proposition 4. Let T be a compatible tolerance on a finite distributive lattice 2. 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) T is a join-irreducible element in TL(2); 
(ii) T = @(a, b), where a < b, a is relatively meet-irreducible with respect to b 
and b is relatively join-irreducible with respect to a; 
(iii) T = Q(c, d), where c < d, c is relatively meet-irreducible with respect to d 
and d is join-irreducible; the elements c and d are uniquely determined. 
Proof. This proposition is a combination of the preceding lemmas. 
Remark. The least element of a lattice, if it exists, is not considered to be join-
irreducible, or to be relatively join-irreducible with respect to an element of the 
lattice. Similarly for the dual concepts. 
Lemma 8. Let a, b, c, d be elements of a finite distributive lattice 2 such that 
a < b, c < d, b and d are join-irreducible, a is relatively meet-irreducible with 
respect to b and c is relatively meet-irreducible with respect to d. Then Q(a, b) _ 
^ &(c, d) if and only ifbAc^a<b^d. 
Proof. <= Obvious. 
=> Let 0(a, b) g 0(c, d). Then a A C = b A C and a v d = b v d. 
Hence b A C ^ a and because of the join-irreducibility of b, b ^ d, since b ^ a is 
impossible. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 9. Let 2 be a finite distributive lattice. Let d be a join-irreducible element 
in 2 and let c be a relatively meet-irreducible element with respect to d, c < d. 
Then there exists cd e |fi| such that cd ^ d, cd $ c and whenever x _" d, x $ c, 
then cd —^ x. The element cd is join-irreducible. 
Proof. Put X = {x e |fi| | x ^ d, x % c] and let cd = AX. Then cd ^ d, since 
deX. Because of the relative meet-irreducibility of c with respect to d, cd $ c. 
If cd = u v v, then either both u ^ c and v =" c, which is impossible, or u e X or 
veX. Hence u = cd or v = cd. Thus cd is join-irreducible. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 10. Let x, y be join-irreducible elements of a finite distributive lattice 2, 
x ^ y. Then there exists exactly one element c e |fi| such that cy = x and c is rela-
tively meet-irreducible with respect to y. 
Proof. Let c be* the least upper bound of the set Z = {z e |fi| | z ^ y, x ^ z}. 
Then obviously c ^ y, x £ c. If c = u A v for u, v _" y, then either x $ u o r x | u , 
and so u e Z or v e Z. Hence u = c oi v = c. Thus c is relatively meet-irreducible 
with respect to y. Now, cy = /\{z e |fi| | z _" j , z ^ c}. Hence cy ^ x. Since cy < x 
implies cy e Z, which is impossible because c = V-^ ar1d cy $ c, it follows that 
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cy = x. Now let p e |£| be relatively meet-irreducible with respect to y, such that 
py = cy. Then c ^ p and p ^ c, because c ^ c? = /r* and p £ py = cy, respectively, 
and so c = p. Q.E.D. 
Proposition 5. Let 2 be a finite distributive lattice. Then the set of all join-ir-
reducible elements in TL(2) is order isomorphic to the set of all intervals in / ( £ ) 
ordered by set inclusion. 
Proof. Let / = (0(c, d) \-• <cd, d}), where c, d is the unique pair of elements 
generating the given join-irreducible tolerance, such that d is join-irreducible and c 
is relatively meet-irreducible with respect to d, c < d. The mapping / is isotone, 
since 0(c.u dt) ^ @(c2, d2) implies c2 A dx ^ ct < dx = d2, and so c2
2 _" c\x ^ 
;= dx ^ d2, hence <c1
1, dx> c <c2
2, d2>. Now, let x, yef(2), x g >>. By Lemma 
10, there exists exactly one element c such that c is relatively meet-irreducible with 
respect to y and cy = x. Thus / is bijective. Assume <Cj1, dt> =" <c2
2, d2>, that is 
cd2 ;= Ci
1 ;= dx ^ d2. Then dt A C2 g cx < dx g d2, since ^ A c2 $ cv implies 
cdx ;= di A c2 and so c2
2 ^ ĉ 1 ^ di A c2 ^ c2, which is impossible. Hence 
Q(cu di) g 0(c2> d2). Thus / is a bijective strong isotone map of f(TL(2)) onto 
Jnt(f(2)). Q.E.D. 
Corollary. A finite distributive lattice D is isomorphic to the tolerance lattice of 
a finite distributive lattice if and only if the set of all join-irreducible elements 0/D 
is order isomorphic to the set of all intervals of a finite partially ordered set, 
partially ordered by inclusion. 
Proof. => Let D =" TL(2) for a finite distributive lattice £. Then / ( D ) =* 
s /(7L(fi)) £ ^ / ( / ( £ ) ) . 
# <= Let / ( D ) = Jn/(M) for a finite partially ordered set M. Then there 
exists a finite distributive lattice £ such that / ( £ ) =" M. Then / ( D ) =• Jnt(M) =-
.= , /W(/ (£) ) =* /(TL(£)) by the assumption, the preceding argument and Propo-
sition 5. Q.E.D. 
A tolerance Ton an algebra is called a relatively maximal tolerance if there exists 
an ordered pair [a, fc] of elements of the algebra such that Tis a maximal element 
among all tolerances not containing [a, fc] ([5]). Every tolerance is a (possibly 
infinite) meet of a family of relatively maximal tolerances. 
Proposition 6. Let Tbe a tolerance on an algebra 31. Then Tis completely meet-
irreducible in TL(3I) if and only if it is a relatively maximal tolerance. 
Proof. => Let T be completely meet-irreducible in TL(3l). Then T is a relatively 
maximal tolerance, since Tis the meet of a family of relatively maximal tolerances. 
<= Let Tbe a relatively maximal tolerance, T = Aie/ -H for some Tt e TL(3l) 
(iel). There exist elements a, be |3l| such that T is a maximal element among all 
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toleranceson 21 that do not contain the pair [a, b]. There exists i0el such that 
[_a,b\$Tio, and so T= Tio. Q.E.D. 
As shown in [5], relatively maximal tolerances on distributive lattices are exactly 
the tolerances of the type T, or x-tolerances, defined in [6]. Thus we have 
Corollary. Let T be a tolerance on a finite distributive lattice 2. Then T is meet-
irreducible if and only ifTis a i-tolerance. 
Remark. The set of all join-irreducible elements of a finite distributive lattice 2 
and the set of all meet-irreducible elements of £ are order isomorphic. So we can prove 
Proposition 5 also by constructing an order isomorphism between the set of all 
r-tolerances on 2 and Jn/(f(2Lf). A tolerance T on a finite distributive lattice 2 
is a r-tolerance if and only if an ideal P and a dual ideal Q exist, both P and Q 
prime, such that P u Q = |fl| and T = (P x P) u (Q x Q). Then |fi| \ P is also 
a dual prime ideal, |fi| \ P c Q. A dual ideal on a finite distributive lattice is prime if 
and only if its least element is join-irreducible. The map g = (Th-> <A2> A(|£| N -°)> 
is the desired isomorphism. 
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